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Campaign Contributions and Spending Limits. 
Restricts Lobbyists. Initiative Statute. 
7 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND SPENDING LIMITS. 
RESTRICTS LOBBYISTS. INITIATIVE STATUTE. 
• Limits a contributor's campaign contributions per candidate to $100 for districts of less than 
100,000, $250 for larger districts, and $500 for statewide elections. Committees of small 
contributors can contribute twice the limit. Contribution limits approximately double for 
candidates who agree to limit spending. Limits total contributions from political parties, 
businesses, unions and others. Prohibits transfers between candidates. 
• Limits fundraising to specified time before election. 
• Prohibits lobbyists from making and arranging contributions to those they influence. 
• Requires disclosure of top contributors on ballot measure advertising. 
• Increases penalties under Political Reform Act. 
Summary of Legislative Analyst's 
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact: 
• Adoption of this measure would result in costs to state and local governments for implementation 
and enforcement of new campaign finance limitations in the range of up to $4 million annually. 
• The measure would result in unknown, but probably not significant, additional state and local 
election costs. 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
BACKGROUND 
Campaign Contribution and Spending Limits. 
Federal law limits the amount of money individuals and 
groups can contribute to a candidate and to the 
candidate's campaign committee for federal elective 
office. State law generally does not impose similar limits 
on state and local campaigns. However, some local 
governments in California have established such limits 
for local elective offices. 
In addition, current state law contains no limits on the 
amounts of personal loans or personal funds candidates 
can use for their own elections. Also, there are no 
aggregate limits on what individuals and groups can 
contribute to all candidates for state and local elective 
offices. Furthermore, there are no prohibitions on 
lobbyists making, transmitting, or arranging campaign 
contributions. Finally, there are no limits on the amounts 
of money candidates, their campaign committees, or 
other groups in support of the candidate, can spend in 
any election. 
Reporting Requirements. Both state and federal 
law require candidates for elective office to report 
contributions they receive and spend for their campaigns. 
In addition, state law requires that lobbyists register 
with the Secretary of State's office. 
Court Review. The specific provisions of this 
measure have not been reviewed by either state or 
federal courts. In California and other states, a few' 
provisions similar to those contained in this measure 
have been challenged in court and have been invalidated. 
PROPOSAL 
This measure makes a number of changes to current 
state law regarding campaign contributions and 
spending. Specifically, the measure: 
• Limits the amount of campaign contributions that 
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an individual or group can make to a candidate for 
state and local elective office and prohibits lobbyistf 
from making contributions. 
• Establishes voluntary campaign spending limits. 
• Limits when campaign fund-raising may occur. 
• Establishes penalties for violations of the measure 
and increases penalties for existing campaign law 
violations. 
Limits on Campaign Contributions 
Limits on Contributions to a Single Candidate. 
The measure establishes limits on the amount of political 
campaign contributions that an individual, group 
(including a business, labor organization, or political 
action committee), or political party may make to a 
candidate for statewide office (such as the Governor), the 
state Legislature, and local elective office. Figure 1 
summarizes these limits. As discussed later, these 
contribution limits approximately double if a candidate 
agrees to specified campaign spending limits. This 
measure prohibits the transfer of campaign funds from 
one candidate to another. This measure does not set 
limits for any candidates for federal office. 
Limits on Contributions to All Candidates. The 
measure restricts the total amount an individual, 
business, labor organization, or political ,action 
committee, can contribute to all candidates to no more 
than $25,000 in any two-year period. Contributions from 
political parties are limited to no more than 25 percent of 
the voluntary spending limit for the office. 
Other Limits. The measure limits the total amount 
of loans a candidate may make to his or her campaign. 
These limits are $50,000 for candidates for Governor anc. 
$20,000 for all other candidates. Officeholders and 
candidates are prohibited from soliciting or receiving 
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a Assumes candidate does not accept campaign spending liIilits. If spending 
limits are accepted, then contribution limits approximately double, except 
for contributions from political parties. 
b These limits are for districts with 100,000 or more residents. Districts with 
fewer than 100,000 residents have lower contribution limits. 
C Defined by the measure as a committee with 100 or more members, none of 
whom contribute more than $50 to the committee in a calendar year, and is 
not controlled candidate. 
Voluntary Campaign Spending Limits 
The measure establishes voluntary campaign spending 
limits for state offices, as shown in Figure 2. Local 
governments would be allowed to set spending limits, but 
the limits cannot be any more than $1 per resident. 
The measure requires that before accepting campaign 
contributions, a candidate must file a statement 
declaring whether he or she agrees to accept spending 
limits. 
Higher Contribution Limits and Access to Ballot 
Pamphlets. Candidates who accept the voluntary 
spending limits are allowed to receive double the 
contribution limits shown in Figure 1. For example, a 
candidate for the state Legislature who agrees to accept 
the voluntary spending limits could receive a campaign 
contribution of $500 from an individual, while a 
candidate who does not accept the voluntary spending 
limits would be limited to a contribution of $250. 
Contribution limits from political parties, however, would 
not change. 
In addition to being allowed to receive higher 
contribution amounts, candidates who accept the 
voluntary spending limits would be so identified on the 
ballot and in ballot pamphlets. These candidates also 
would be entitled to place a statement free-of-charge in 
the applicable state or local ballot pamphlet. Candidates 
who do not accept the spending limits may also place a 
Figure 2 
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a Such as Lieutenant Governor, Attorney General, and State Treasurer. 
statement in the ballot pamphlet, but would have to 
pay the costs of printing, handling, and mailing the 
statement. 
Restrictions on When Contributions 
May Be Accepted 
This measure places restrictions on when campaign 
contributions may be accepted. For any elective office 
that serves fewer than one million residents, no 
candidate or campaign committee may accept 
contributions more than six months before any primary, 
or special primary election. For larger districts and 
statewide offices, candidates and their committees are 
prohibited from accepting contributions more than 12 
months prior to any primary or special primary election. 
Fund-raising for all candidates must end 90 days after 
the date of the election or the date of their withdrawal 
from the election. 
Other Provisions 
Penalties and Enforcement. This measure 
increases penalties for violations of campaign law. 
Enforcement of the measure's provisions can either be 
through governmental agencies, such as the state Fair 
Political Practices Commission (FPPC), a county district 
attorney, or a city attorney. In addition, any person who 
resides in the candidate's jurisdiction would be allowed to 
sue a candidate who violates the reporting provisions of 
the measure. 
Disclosure of Major Donors. The measure requires 
that campaign advertisements for or against ballot 
measures disclose the name of donors making 
contributions above specified levels. 
FISCAL EFFECT 
This measure would result in additional costs to the 
state and local governments. Based on information 
provided by the FPPC and the Secretary of State, we 
estimate that the costs for implementation and 
enforcement would be up to $4 million annually. The 
measure includes an annual General Fund appropriation 
of $500,000 to the FPPC to partially offset these costs. 
In addition, the measure would result in additional 
state and local election costs to provide additional 
information on candidates in voter pamphlets. These 
costs are unknown, but are probably not significant. 
For text of Proposition 208 see page 89 
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Argument in Favor of Proposition 208 
Had enough of SPECIAL INTERESTS and their high-priced 
LOBBYISTS BUYING POLITICAL INFLUENCE with CAMPAIGN 
CONTRIBUTIONS? 
California is one of the few states in the country with ABSOLUTELY 
NO LIMITS on what special interests can contribute to political 
candidates in regular state elections! 
During the last election season, candidates for state office received a 
staggering $196 million in campaign contributions! The top ten special 
interest contributors alone gave $9 million. 
One candidate for the Legislature received $125,000 from a tobacco 
company one week before the election. He won by a mere 597 votes. Big 
money made the difference. 
WHEN BIG-MONEYED SPECIAL INTERESTS WIN, THE PEOPLE 
LOSE: 
• as consumers, we pay more for goods and services; 
• our public health and safety are sacrificed; 
• we end up paying for the special interest tax loopholes campaign 
contributions buy. 
Enough is enough. It's time to end the domination of the political 
process by big money. 
IT'S TIME TO TAKE BACK OUR GOVERNMENT. That's what 
Proposition 208 will do. 
Prop. 208, is a carefully written, comprehensive package designed to 
fix the political process. It is a practical, workable solution to rampant 
special interest influence. . 
Prop. 208 reforms apply to all levels of government, from City Hall to 
the Governor's office. Here's what it does: 
• STOPS lobbyists making or arranging campaign contributions, 
• LIMITS campaign contributions, 
• SLASHES campaign spending, 
• BANS non-election year fundraising, 
• BANS campaign cash transfers between politicians, 
• REQUIRES full disclosure of those who pay for initiative ads, 
• INCREASES penalties for violating campaign laws. 
PROPOSITION 208 WILL GIVE CALIFORNIA THE TOUGHEST 
CAMPAIGN FINANCE LAW IN THE NATION! 
We need reform NOW! 
That's exactly what Prop. 208 will deliver. It was carefully written to 
meet the Constitutional test so that the courts will enforce it when it 
passes. 
Your YES vote on Prop. 208 will help CLEAN UP POLITICS and 
insure that our elected officials serve the public's interest rather than 
the special interests. 
Prop. 208 is sponsored by: 
• League of Women Voters of California 
• American Association of Retired Persons (AARP}-California 
• Common Cause 
• United We Stand America 
These citizen groups put Prop. 208 on the ballot and urge you to vote 
YES. 
Prop. 208 will make politicians accountable to the people rather than 
to big campaign contributors. 
That's why it's supported by groups across the political spectrum, 
forming the broadest coalition ever assembled to clean up government. 
Endorsers include: 
• American Lung Association of California 
• Congress of California Seniors 
• Consumers for Auto Reliability & Safety 
• Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association 
• Planning & Conservation League 
• National Council of Jewish Women 
• Seniors for Action 
• United Anglers 
PROPOSITION 208 IS THE ONLY GENUINE CAMPAIGN 
REFORM MEASURE ON THE BALLOT. 
Please join with the League of Women Voters, American Association 
of Retired Persons (AARP)-California, Common Cause, United We 
Stand America, and all of us who want real political reform. 
LET'S MAKE THE POLITICIANS RESPONSIVE TO US, NOT BIG 
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTORS. 
Please Vote Yes on Proposition 208. 
TONY MILLER 
Executive Director, Californians for Political Reform, 
A Committee Sponsored by League of Women Voters 
of California, American Association of Retired 
Persons-California (AARP), Common Cause and 
United We Stand America 
FRAN PACKARD 
President, League of Women Voters of California 
JEAN CARPENTER 
Co-Chair, Political Reform Task Force of the American 
Association of Retired Persons-California (AARP) 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 208 
The statement for 208 doesn't provide many specifics on what it will 
do. That's because it doesn't really do much. 
We don't need cosmetic improvements. We need a complete overhaul 
of the current system where special interests can control what's going 
on via big money and campaign contributions. 
Before you vote, please carefully read Props. 208 and 212, and the 
nonpartisan summaries in this booklet. Proposition 208 doesn't deliver 
real, tough reform of politics. Only 212 cracks down hard oil special 
interests and self-interested politicians. 
Compare the facts: 
208 IS SOFT ON SPECIAL INTERESTS 
208 permits politicians to take $500 and $1,000 contributions from 
PACs and wealthy individuals. Proposition 212 sets limits five times 
tougher-$100 and $200. 
208 permits politicians to take any and all their money from outside 
their own district. Proposition 212 sets a tough limit-25% maximum. 
208 permits corporation and union contributions. Proposition 212 
bans them. 
A 208 loophole' permits political parties to funnel hundreds of 
thousands of dollars to a candidate. 
208 IS SOFT ON LOBBYISTS 
208 permits corporations to take tax deductions for lobbying. 212 
bans this tax break. 
208 IS SOFT ON CAMPAIGN SPENDING 
208's limits are only voluntary. 
208 COSTS TAXPAYERS MONEY 
According to the official Fiscal Analysis in this Ballot Pamphlet, 208 
costs $4 million annually. Proposition 212 saves $2 million. 
YES ON 212, NOT 208 
208's well-intentioned but weak approach-small reforms, voluntary 
compliance, too many loopholes-won't work. 
Please Vote Yes on 212: Tough, mandatory, no loopholes. 
ED MASCHKE 
Executive Director, CALPIRG, California Public 
Interest Research Group 
YVONNE VASQUEZ 
Association of Community Organizations for 
Reform Now, Board Member 
FERNANDO IGREJAS 
Californians Against Political Corruption, 
Outreach Director 
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Argument Against Proposition 208 
Don't Waste Your Vote on 208. Vote Yes on Proposition 212. 
208 is a well-intentioned but compromised proposal for reforming 
California's corrupted politics. 
Its sponsors have sought for 25 years to reform campaign financing in 
California, yet we still have no limits. Unfortunately, intimidated by a 
few judges, they have now chosen to retreat from the big problems and 
offer small solutions. ' 
The result? Provisions that do little more than: 
• replicate ineffectual federal campaign finance laws which have 
left Congress awash in special interest money; 
• expand the set of people dominating California politics from the 
super rich to the simply rich, continuing to leave out average 
citizens; 
• grant extraordinary power to political parties funded by large 
corporate contributions. 
Fortunately, there is an alternative, tough measure on the 
ballot-Prop. 212. 
208 FAILS TO REALLY LIMIT CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS 
208 sets no limits on out-of-district contributions, now 80% of the 
campaign money flowing to California legislators. Prop. 212 limits 
outsiders' money to no more than 25% of a candidate's total funds. 
208 allows state legislators to accept $500, and candidates for 
Governor $1,000, from wealthy contributors. Prop. 212 limits 
contributions to $100 for state legislators and $200 for statewide races. 
208 fails to ban corporate and union contributions, which even the 
notoriously weak federal campaign laws ban. 208 allows them to give 
$500, $1,000, and $5,000 contributions. Prop. 212 bans their money 
completely, as does federal law. 
208 PROPOSES SPENDING LIMITS WHICH ARE MERELY 
VOLUNTARY, AND TOO HIGH 
208 sets voluntary spending limits of $14,000,000 for Governor, 
$700,000 for State Senate, and $350,000 for Assembly races. These 
amounts double or triple under various circumstances. It's a stretch to 
call these limits. If 208 had been in effect in 1994, only 6 of 200 
legislative candidates would have raised that much money! 
208 HAS A MASSIVE LOOPHOLE 
208 allows the Democratic, Republican, and other parties to accept 
contributions of $5,000 from corporations, unions, PACs, and rich 
individuals. In turn, the parties can contribute up to $1,050,000 to 
Assembly candidates, $2,100,000 to Senate candidates, and 
$28,000,000 to candidates for Governor. This allows special interests to 
get around contribution limits entirely, defeating the whole purpose of 
campaign reform. 
Prop. 212 limits contributions from parties to candidates to $100 
($200 for Governor and other statewide offices). 
208 LEGISLATES AN ADVANTAGE FOR MONEYED INTERESTS 
208 actually takes one giant step backwards. It encourages 
candidates to accept voluntary spending limits by offering a bizarre 
incentive: allowing candidates to double the size of checks they can 
accept from wealthy corporations and individuals. 
This gives an unfair advantage to candidates able to attract $1,000 
contributions from Sacramento insiders and special interests seeking 
influence. It punishes grassroots candidates trying to raise money from 
friends, co-workers, and neighbors. How many of your friends and 
neighbors give $1,000 to a candidate? Real reform should level the 
playing field. 208 doesn't. 
Good intentions aren't good enough. We need tough reform. 
DON'T WASTE YOUR VOTE ON 208. VOTE YES FOR 
PROPOSITION 212. 
AMY SCHUR 
California Director, Association of Community 
Organizations for Reform Now 
DR. CAROL EDWARDS 
Reverend 
RICHARD SOLOMON 
Professor of Law and Legal Ethics 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 208 
"The American Lung Association urges a YES vote on PROPOSITION 
208. Prop. 208 is the ONLY measure on the ballot that will stop the flood 
of tobacco money pouring into the campaign warchests of our elected 
officials. " 
-American Lung Association 
• PRACTICAL, EFFECTNE, ENFORCEABLE 
Prop. 208 provides a comprehensive solution to corrupting 
special-interest influence in California. Sponsored by the League of 
Women Voters, AARP, Common Cause and UWSA, it was carefully 
written so that it will be UPHELD by the Courts and give California 
the nation's best campaign reform law. 
• SOLUTIONS, NOT RHETORIC 
Opponents of Prop. 208 prefer meaningless unconstitutional gestures 
that will never go into effect. Voters are fed up with just "sending a 
message." We want REAL SOLUTIONS that actually get the job done, 
not empty political rhetoric. 
• EVEN-HANDED REFORM 
Prop. 208 is an even-handed reform package which favors no interest 
groups. Under Prop. 208, contributions to candidates from corporations, 
banks and unions, would be strictly limited to the same levels as 
individual contributors. 
• GETTING BIG MONEY OUT 
Without restrictions, special interests run rampant, contributing as 
much as $1 million to a single candidate in a single race! Prop. 208 will 
cut the top ten's special-interest contributions by over 90%. 
• PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY 
Proposition 208's sole purpose is to make politicians accountable to 
the voters, not big campaign contributors. 
Please vote YES ON PROPOSITION 208, the ONLY measure that 
will bring genuine campaign reform and get big money out of politics. 
FRAN PACKARD 
President, League of Women Voters of California 
ROBERT HOLUB 
Co-Chair, Political Reform Task Force of the American 
Association of Retired Persons-California (AARP) 
RUTH HOLTON 
Executive Director, California Common Cause 
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appears to violate subdivision (b) and directing an attorney, law firm, or party to show cause 
why it has not violated subdivision (b), unless, within 30 days of service of the order to show 
cause, the challenged paper, claim, defense, contention, allegation, or denial is withdrawn or 
appropriately corrected. 
(d) A sanction imposed for violation of subdivision (b) shall be limited to what is 
'ficient to deter repetition of this conduct or comparable conduct by others similarly 
",mated. Subject to the limitations in paragraphs (1) and (2), the sanction may consist of, or 
include, directives of a nonmonetary nature, an order to pay a penalty into court, or, if 
imposed on motion and warranted for effective deterrence, an order directing payment to the 
movant of some or all of the reasonable attorney's fees and other expenses incurred as a direct 
result of the violation. 
(1) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded against a represented party for a violation of 
paragraph (2) of subdivision (b). 
(2) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded on the court's motion unless the court issues 
its order to show cause before a voluntary dismissal or settlement of the claims made by or 
against the party that is, or whose attorneys are, to be sanctioned. 
(e) When imposing sanctions, the court shall describe the conduct determined to constitute 
a violation of this section and explain the basis for the sanction imposed. 
(I) In addition to any award pursuant to this section for conduct described in subdivision 
(b), the court may assess punitive damages against the plaintiff upon a determination by the 
court that the plaintiff s action was an action maintained by a person convicted of a felony 
against the person's victim, or the victim's heirs, relatives, estate, or personal representative, 
for injuries arising from the acts for which the person was convicted of a felony, and that the 
plaintiff is guilty of fraud, oppression, or malice in maintaining the action. 
(g) This section shall not apply to disclosures and discovery requests, responses, 
objections, and motions. 
(h) A motion for sanctions brought by a party or a party's attorney primarily for an 
improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the 
cost of litigation, shall itself be subject to a motion for sanctions. It is the intent of the 
Legislature that etlttrts a court shall vigorously use its sanctions authority to deter such 
improper conduct or comparable conduct by others similarly situated. 
(i) This section shall apply to a complaint or petition filed on or after January I, 1995, and 
any other pleading, written notice of motion, or other similar paper filed in such a matter. 
0) ~ section mali remain in effect only tmrit :fanmtry t; 1999; and as of that date is 
repealed; tInI= a later enacted ~ that is enacted befure :fanmtry t; 1999; ~ or 
~ that date: If a court imposes sanctions on an attorney or law firm pursuant to this 
section, it shall notify the State Bar if the sanctions were imposed for filing a frivolous lawsuit 
or a frivolous answer or other responsive pleading to a lawsuit pursuant to Section 6089.5 of 
the Business and Professions Code. The notification shall include the sanctions order. any 
written findings related thereto, and those portions of the record relevant to the order. The 
attorney or law firm against whom sanctions have been imposed shall reimburse the court for 
all expenses incurred in reporting to the State Bar pursuant to this subdivision. 
SECTION 4. CLIENTS' RIGHT TO HIRE AND FIRE ATTORNEY 
Section 6146.5 is added to the Business and Professions Code, to read: 
6146.5. (a) Except as otherwise provided by law in effect on January 1, 1995 or by the 
provisions of the act adding this section, the right of a client or a client's representative to 
choose and contract with the attorney of his or her choice shall not be restricted, nor shall the 
right of a client or the client's representative to negotiate the amount of an attorney's fee, 
whether fixed, hourly, or contingent, be restricted or the validity of those contracts be 
impaired. 
(b) A client shall have the right to discharge his or her attorney at any time during the 
course of the representation. 
(c) Notwithstanding the terms of any contract entered into pursuant to Section 6146, 6147, 
or 6148, attorneys who are discharged before a case is finally concluded shall be entitled to 
compensation only as set forth below: 
( 1) Attorneys who have entered into contingency fee contracts pursuant to Section 6146 or 
6147 shall be entitled to compensation only in the event the client recovers an award or 
settlement in the matter for which the attorney had been retained. In the event of such an 
award or settlement, the attorney shall be entitled to any unreimbursed expenses advanced or 
incurred by the attorney during the course of the representation and to the reasonable value 
of the attorney's services rendered to the time of discharge. 
(2) Attorneys who have entered into hourly rate contracts for services pursuant to Section 
6148 shall be entitled to payment at the agreed-upon rate for reasonable services rendered 
and expenses advanced or incurred during the course of the representation to the time of 
discharge. Attorneys who have contracted for a flat fee or any other method of compensation 
not subject to Section 6146 or 6147 shall be entitled to any unreimbursed expenses advanced 
or incurred and the reasonable value of their services to the time of discharge. 
(d) Nothing in this section shall limit or otherwise affect any law in effect on January 1. 
1995, with regard to attorney'sfees, or impair the inherent authority of the courts to regulate 
the practice of law or to prohibit illegal or unconscionable fees, or the authority of a court in 
a particular case to find that a fee is excessive pursuant to Section 6146.1. 
SECTION 5. RELIEF FROM EXCESSIVE ATTORNEYS' FEES 
Section 6146.1 is added to the Business and Professions Code, to read: 
6146.1. (a) No attorney shall enter into an agreement for, charge, or collect an excessive 
fee. 
(b) In addition to any other remedies at law, a client may bring an action against an 
attorney to seek declaratory relief that a fee agreement or a portion of the fee required by that 
agreement is excessive, or to recover that portion of a fee collected or withheld that is 
excessive. 
(c) In addition to any other remedies at law, in an action brought by an attorney against a 
client for breach of a fee agreement, the client may file a cross-complaint or assert an 
affirmative defense alleging that the fee agreement or a portion of the fee required by that 
agreement is excessive. 
(d) For purposes of the act adding this section, an excessive fee is defined as one that is 
unconscionable. In determining whether afee or afee agreement is unconscionable, the court 
shall consider the following factors, in light of all the facts and circumstances: 
(1) The amount of the fee in proportion to the value of the services performed. 
(2) The relative sophistication of the attorney and the client. 
(3) The novelty and difficulty of the questions involved and the skill requisite to perform 
the legal service properly. 
(4) The fact or likelihood that the acceptance of the particular employment would or did 
preclude other employment by the attorney. 
(5) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(6) The time limitations imposed by the client or by circumstances. 
(7) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(8) The experience, reputation, and ability of the attorney performing the services, 
including his or her capacity because of that reputation or ability to secure a better result for 
the client. 
(9) Whether the fee is fixed, hourly, or contingent, including whether the fee reflects the 
risk that the representation could result in little or no recovery. 
(10) The time and labor required. 
(II) The informed consent of the client to the fee agreement. 
(12) Whether the attorney has advanced costs in furtherance of the representation, and the 
amount thereof 
(13) Any other fact or circumstance relevant to the conscionability of the fee. 
(e) Nothing in this section shall affect the right of the attorney to be reimbursed for actual 
costs advanced or incurred. 
SECTION 6. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER INITIATIVES 
The people recognize that more than one measure dealing with the general matters set forth 
in this measure may be on the ballot at the same time. It is the intent of the voters in passing 
this measure that it be considered, for purposes of subdivision (b) of Section lOaf Article II 
of the California Constitution, to be in conflict with the "Lawyer Contingency Fee Limitation 
Act" and any other similar measure attempting to limit the right of a client and an attorney to 
contract with each other for legal services and to enforce those contracts. 
SECTION 7. SEVERABILITY 
If any provision of this act or its application to any person or circumstance is held invalid, 
that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the act which can be given 
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act 
are severable. 
SECTION 8. AMENDMENT 
The provisions of this act may be amended by a statute that becomes effective upon 
approval by the electorate or by a statute to further the act's purposes passed by a two-thirds 
vote of each house of the Legislature and signed by the Governor. 
Proposition 208: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of 
Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure amends, repeals, and adds sections to various codes; therefore, 
existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed in mikeotrt type and new provisions 
proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
CALIFORNIA POLITICAL REFORM ACT OF 1996 
SECTION 1. Article I (commencing with Section 85100) of Chapter 5 ofTitie 9 of the 
Government Code is repealed. 
SEC. 2. Article 1 (commencing with Section 85100) is added to Chapter 5 of Title 9 of 
the Government Code, to read: 
Article 1. Findings and Purposes 
85100. This chapter shall b.e known as the California Political Reform Act of 1996. 
85101. The people find and declare each of the following: 
(a) Monetary contributions to political campaigns are a legitimate form of participation in 
the American political process, but the financial strength of individuals or organizations 
should not permit them to exercise a controlling influence on the election of candidates. 
(b) The rapidly increasing costs of political campaigns have forced many candidates to 
raise larger and larger percentages of money from interest groups with a specific financial 
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stake in matters before state and local government. 
85102. The people enact this law to accomplish the following separate but related 
purposes: 
(a) To ensure that individuals and interest groups in our society have a fair and equitable 
opportunity to participate in the elective and governmental processes. 
(b) To minimize the potentially corrupting influence and appearance of corruption caused 
by excessive contributions and expenditures in campaigns by providing for reasonable 
contribution and spending limits for candidates. 
(c) To reduce the influence of large contributors with a specific financial stake in matters 
before government by severing the link between lobbj'ing and campaign fundraising. 
(d) To lessen the potentially corrupting pressures on candidates and officeholders for 
fundraising by establishing sensible time periods for soliciting and accepting campaign 
contributions. 
(e) To limit overall expenditures in campaigns, thereby allowing candidates and 
officeholders to spend a lesser proportion of their time on fundraising and a greater 
proportion of their time communicating issues of importance to voters and constituents. 
(f) To provide impartial and non coercive incentives that encourage candidates to 
voluntarily limit campaign expenditures. 
(g) To meet the citizens' right to know the sources of campaign contributions, 
expenditures, and political advertising. 
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(h) To enact tough penalties that will deter persons from violating this chapter and the 
Political Reform Act of 1974. 
SEC. 3. Article 2 (commencing with Section 85202) is added to Chapter 5 of Title 9 of 
the Government Code, to read: 
Article 2. Applicability of the Political Refonn Act of 1974 
85202. Unless specifically superseded by this act, the definitions and provisions of this 
title shall govern the interpretation of this law. 
85203. "Small contributor committee" means any committee which lIleets all of the 
following criteria: 
(a) It has a membership of at least 100 individuals. 
(b) All the contributions it receives from any person in a calendar year total fifty dollars 
($50) or less. 
Ic) It has been in existence at least six months. 
I d) It is not a candidate-controlled committee. 
85204. "Two-year period" means the period commencing with January I of an 
odd-numbered year and ending with December 31 of the next even-numbered year. 
85205. "Political party committee" means the state central committee or county central 
committee of an organization that meets the requirements for recognition as a political party 
pursuant to Section 5100 of the Elections Code. 
85206. "Public monn's" has the same meaning as defined in Section 426 of the Penal 
Code. 
SEC. 4. Section 85301 of the Government Code is repealed. 
l!53tH-:- fat No pernm shalt make; and no eandidate for elective offiee; t)t' eamp:rign 
trea='er; mt ro!ieit t)t' =ept any cOilhibution t)t' man which wottId = the total anmtmt 
contlibutcd t)t' Immcd by that person to that wmdidate; incIttding contributions t)t' Ioarn; to aH 
com mittm controttcd by the wmdidate; to =cd one tIm1mnd dcllars t$+;OO97 in any fi=I 
year: 
fb1 The ~ of this section mt not apply to 11 candidatc'! conti ibution of his t)t' her 
personal ti:tnm to his t)t' her tlWn campaign cOlitlibution a=tmt: 
SEC. 5. Section 8530 I is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85301. (a) Except as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 85402 and Section 85706, no 
person, other than small contributor committees and political party committees, shall make to 
any candidate or the candidate's controlled committee for local office in districts with fewer 
than 100,000 residents, and no such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee shall 
accept from any person a contribution or contributions totaling more than one hundred 
dollars ($100) for each election in which the candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or is 
a write-in candidate. 
(b) Except as provided in subdivision (b) of Section 85402 and Section 85706, no person, 
other than small contributor committees and political party committees, shall make to any 
candidate or the candidate's controlled committee campaigning for office in districts of 
100,000 or more residents, and no such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee 
shall accept from any such person a contribution or contributions totaling more than two 
hundred fifty dollars ($250) for each election in which the candidate is attempting to be on 
the ballot or is a write-in candidate. 
(c) Except as provided in subdivision (c) of Section 85402, no person, other than small 
contributor committees and political party committees, shall make to any candidate or the 
candidate's controlled committee for statewide office, and no such candidate or the 
candidate's controlled committee shall accept from any such person a contribution or 
contributions totaling more than five hundred dollars ($500) for each election in which the 
candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or is a write-in candidate. 
(d) No person shall make to any committee that contributes to any candidate and no such 
committee shall accept from each such person a contribution or contributions totaling more 
than five hundred dollars ($500) per calendar year. This subdivision shall not apply to 
candidate-controlled committees, political partv committees, and independent expenditure 
committees. 
(e) The provisions of this section shall not apply to a candidate's contribution of his or her 
personal funds to his or her own campaign committee, but shall apply to contributions from a 
spouse. 
SEC. 6. Section 85302 of the Government Code is repealed. 
S53BZ-:- ~ pernm shalt make and no po!rtie:tI committee, broad based po!rtie:tI 
cOililiiitlee. t)t' pcliticaI party mt ro!ieit t)t' accept; any COIIh ibtttion t)t' man fmm 1I person 
which wottId = the total anmtmt contribdtcd t)t' Immcd by that person to the;;arne pcliticaI 
cOllimittee, broad b:tscd pcliticaI cOInmittee, t)t' pcliticaI party to =cd two thm:tsmttI futc 
Inmdred dcllars ~ in any fi=I year to make COIIh ibdti()iI! to e:mtIitI:ttcs fur elective 
office: 
SEC. 7. Section 85302 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85302. No small contributor committee shall make to an\' candidate or the controlled 
committee of such a candidate, and no such candidate or the candidate's controlled 
committee shall accept from a small contributor committee, a contribution or contributions 
totaling more than two times the applicable contribution limit for persons prescribed in 
Section 85301 or 85402, whichever is applicable. 
SEC. 8. Section 85303 of the Government Code is repealed. 
ll53tB:- fat No pcliticaI crnnrnittcc mt m1!ke; and no canditI:tte t)t' campaign trca:!tt!'eI' 
shalt rolicit t)t' =ept; any contribution t)t' man w!rich wtmId = the totat :tnmtmt 
conti ibuted t)t' Immcd by that crnnrnittcc to that canditI:tte for elective office t)t' any crnnrnittcc 
contmIled by that eandidate to =cd two thm:tsmttI futc Inmdrcd tItrltars ~ in any 
fi=I year: 
fb1 ~ broad b:tscd pcliticaI crnnrnittcc t)t' pcliticaI party mt make and no canditI:tte t)t' 
~ trca:!tt!'eI' mt ro!ieit t)t' accept; any conll ibution t)t' man which wottId = the 
total anmtmt contJibdtcd t)t' Immcd by that crnnrnittcc t)t' pcliticaI party to that canditI:tte t)t' 
any crnnrnittcc controttcd by that canditI:tte to =cd futc thm:tsmttI dcllars (-$5;800] in any 
fi=I year: 
fc7 Ntlthing in this €hapter shalt limit a ~ ability to pmm!e financial t)t' miter 
st!pp()rt to one t)t' = pcliticaI comiliittee~ t)t' broad b:tscd pcliticaI cOIiin1ittce~ J'Im'idcd the 
~ is ttSCd for ~ miter than making contribdtion~ dircctty to candidatc~ for 
elective office: 
SEC. 9. Section 85303 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
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85303. No person shall give in the aggregate to political part\' committees of the same 
political party, and no such party committees combined shall accept from any person, a 
contribution or contributions totaling more than five thousand dollars ($5,000) per calendar 
year; except a candidate may distribute any surplus, residual, or unexpended campaign jim"" 
to a political party committee. 
SEC. 10. Section 85304 of the Government Code is repealed. 
l!5:3&t.- No eandidate for elective office t)t' cmnmittcc contmIled by that eandidate t)t' 
e:mtIitI:ttcs fur elective office mt transfer any c()nh ibdtiOIl to any t!thcr canditI:tte fur elective 
office: ~ of ti:tnm between e:mtIitI:ttcs t)t' their contmIlcd c()fjllllittcc! are prohibited: 
SEC. II. Section 85304 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85304. No more than 25 percent of" the recommended expenditure limits specified in this 
act at the time of adoption by the voters, subject to cost of living adjustments as specified in 
Section 83124, shall be accepted in cumulative contributions for any election from all 
political party committees hy any candidate or the controlled committee of such a candidate. 
Any expenditures lIlade hI' a political part\' committee in support of a candidate shall be 
considered contributions to the candidate. 
SEC. 12. Section 85305 of the Government Code is repealed. 
&53e5-: fat 'fhis Scctitm mt tmty apply to e:mtIitI:ttcs wIm =k: elective office during a 
~ cIcctmn t)t' a ~ nmoff cIeett= 
fb1 fut =d in this Sectimt; the fuImwing tcnns have the fuImwing ~ 
ft1 "Spcciat cIcctmn cycle" means the day tm wIrich the office ~ vacant tmtit the 
day of the ~ cIeett= 
P-1 "Spcciat nmoff cIcctmn cycle" means the day after the ~ cIcctmn tmtit the day of 
the ~ nmoff cIeett= 
tcJ Not~ith!tanding Scctitm &53&t t)t' ll5:3ffi the folmwing wntribution Iimi:tatiorn; mt 
apply during ~ cIcctmn ~ and ~ nmoff cIcctmn cycles: 
ft1 No person mt m1!ke; and no canditI:tte fur cIectm office: t)t' campaign tr=ttrer; mt 
ro!ieit t)t' =ept any conUibution t)t' man which wottId = the total anmtmt conhibdtcd t)t' 
Immcd by that person to that eanditIate; i:netttding cOIltJibuti()1IS t)t' Ioarn; to aft cOliimittee! 
ctmtroHed by the =ditI:ttc-; to =cerl one th=:md tItrltars f$+,OO61 dttring any ~ 
cIcctmn cycle t)t' ~ nmoff cIcctmn rycle7 
P-1 ~ pcliticaI crnnrnittcc mt make; and no candidate t)t' campaign trca:!tt!'eI' mt ro!ieit 
t)t' accept; any cOlitlilldtion t)t' loon which wottId cause the total anmtmt collb ibuted t)t' Immcd 
by that crnnrnittcc to that canditI:tte for elective office t)t' any crnnrnittcc contmIled by that 
canditI:tte to =cd two tIm1mnd futc Inmdrcd dcllars $;5007 during any ~ cIeetitm 
cycle t)t' ~ nmoff cIcctmn rycle7 
rn No broad b:tscd pcliticaI crnnrnittcc t)t' pcliticaI party mt make and ntl canditI:tte t)t' 
campaign trca:!tt!'eI' mt ro!ieit t)t' accept; any cOiihibntiOil t)t' man which wottId = the 
total anmtmt contJiboted t)t' Immcd by that crnnrnittcc t)t' pcliticaI party to that canditI:tte t)t' 
any crnnrnittcc controttcd by that canditI:tte to =cd futc tIm1mnd dcllars (-$5;800] dttring 
any ~ cIcctmn cycle t)t' ~ nmoff cIcctmn rycle7 
SEC. 13. Section 85305 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85305. (a) In districts offewer than 1,000,000 residents, no candidate or the candidat. 
controlled committee shall accept contributions more than six months before any primary or 
.Ipecial primary election or, in the event there is no primarv or special primary election, any 
regular election or special election in which the candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or 
is a write-in candidate. 
Ib) In districts of 1,000,000 residents or more and for statewide elective office, no 
candidate or the candidate's controlled committee shall accept contrihutions more than 12 
months before any primary or special primary election 01; in the event there is no primary or 
special primary election, any regular election or special election in which the candidate is 
attempting to be on the ballot or is a write-in candidate. 
Ic) No candidate or the controlled committee of such candidate shall accept contributions 
more than 90 days after the date of withdrawal, defeat, or election to office. Contributions 
accepted immediately following such an election or withdrawal and up to 90 days after that 
date shall be used only to pay outstanding bills or debts owed by the candidate or controlled 
committee. This section shall not apply to retiring debts incurred with respect to any election 
held prior to the effective date of this act, provided such funds are collected pursuant to the 
contribution limits specified in Article 3 (commencing with Section 85300) of this act, applied 
separately for each prior election for which debts are being retired, and such funds raised 
shall not count against the contribution limitations applicable for any election following the 
effective date of this act. 
(d) Notwithstanding subdivision (c), funds may be collected at any time to pay for 
attorney's jees jor litigation or administrative action which arises directly out of a 
candidate's or elected officer's alleged violation of state or local campaign, disclosure, or 
election laws or for a fille or assessment imposed by any governmental agency for violations 
of" this act or this title, or for a recount or contest of the validity of an election, or for any 
expense directly associated with an external audit or unresolved tax liability of the campaign 
by the candidate or the candidate's controlled committee; provided such funds are collected 
pursuant to the contribution limits of this act. 
(e) Contributions pursuant to subdivisions (c) and Id) of this provision shall he considered 
contributions raised for the election in which the debts, fines, assessments, recounts, contests, 
audits, or tax liahilities were incurred and shall be subject to the contribution limits of that 
election. 
SEC. 14. Section 85306 of the Government Code is repealed. 
S53e&: Any person wIm pm= campaign ti:tnm tm the ef'fcctm date of this chapter 
may ~ th= ti:tnm fur any Iawfut J't1I"P= t!thcr than to st!pp()rt t)t' ~ a canditI:tcy 
fur elective office: 
SEC. 15. Section 85306 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85306. No candidate and no committee controlled by a candidate or officeholder, othe" 
than a political party committee, shall make any contribution to any other candidate runni 
for office or his or her controlled committee. This section shall not prohibit a candidate frD 
making a contribution from his or her own personal funds to his or her own candidacy or to 
the candidacy of any other candidate for elective office. 
SEC. 16. Section 85307 of the Government Code is repealed. 
S53B7-: The ~ of this article regarding Ioarn; mt apply to ~ of credit; 
btrt maH not apply to Ioarn; made to the canditI:tte by 1I COl III lIel c ial lending imti:ttrtitm in the 
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Iender'-s regttIar = ofl=1n= on terTrn; avaitabIe to members of the general pttblie for 
whieh the e:mdidate is persornrlly liable: 
SEC. 17. Section 85307 is added to the Government Code. to read: 
85307. (a) A loan shall be considered a contribution fi'Om the maker and the guarantor 
"e loan and shall be subject to all contribution limitations. 
I) Extensions of credit for a period of more than 30 days. other than loans from financial 
"ditutions given in the normal course of business, are subject to all contribution limitations. 
(c) No candidate shall personally make outstanding loans to his or her campaign or 
campaign committee that total at anyone point in time more than twenty thousand dollars 
($20,000) in the case of any candidate, except for candidates jor governor. or fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000) in the case of candidates for governor. Nothing in this chapter shall 
prohibit a candidate from making unlimited contributions to his or her own campaign. 
SEC. 18. Section 85308 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85308. (a) Contributions by a husband and wife shall not be aggregated. 
(b) Contributions by children under 18 shall be treated as contributions attributed equallY 
to each parent or guardian. 
SEC. 19. Section 85309 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85309. No more than 25 percent of the recommended voluntary expenditure limits 
specified in this act at the time of adoption by the voters, subject to cost-of-living adjustments 
as specified in Section 83124, for any election shall be accepted in contributions from other 
than individuals, small contributor committees, and political party committees in the 
aggregate by any candidate or the controlled committee of such a candidate. The limitation in 
this section shall apply whether or not the candidate agrees to the expenditure ceilings 
specified in Section 85400. 
SEC. 20. Section 85310 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85310. No person shall contribute in the aggregate more than twenty-five thousand 
dollars ($25,000) to all state candidates and the state candidates' controlled committees and 
political party committees in any two-year period. Contributions from political parties shall 
be exempt from this provision. 
SEC. 21. Section 85311 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
853Jl. All payments made by a person established, .financed, maintained, or controlled 
by any business entity, labor organization, association, political party, or any other person or 
group of such persons shall be considered to be made hy a single person. 
SEC. 22. Section 85312 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85312. The costs of internal communications to members, employees, or shareholders of 
an organization, other than a political part}; for the purpose of supporting or opposing a 
candidate or candidates for elective office or a ballot measure or measures shall not be 
considered a contribution or independent expenditure under the provisions of this act, 
provided such payments are not for the costs of campaign materials or activities used in 
connection with broadcasting, newspaper, billboard, or similar type of general public 
communication. 
SEC. 23. Section 85313 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
~5313. (a) Each elected officer may be permitted to establish one segregated 
:erholder expense fund for expenses related to assisting, serving, or communicating with 
cunstituents, or with carrying out the official duties of the elected officer, provided aggregate 
contributions to such a fund do not exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000) within am' 
calendar year and that the expenditures are not made in connection with any campaign for 
elective office or ballot measure. 
(b) No person shall make, and no elected officer or officeholder account shall solicit or 
accept from any person, a contribution or contributions to the officerholder account totaling 
more than two hundred fifty dollars ($250) during any calendar year. Contributions to an 
officeholder account shall not be considered campaign contributions. 
(c) No elected officeholder or officeholder account shall solicit or accept a contribution to 
the officeholder account from, through, or arranged by a registered state or local lobbyist or 
a state or local lobbyist employer if that lohbyist or lobbyist employer finances, engages, or is 
authorized to engage in lobbying the governmental agency of the officeholder. 
(d) All expenditures from, and contributions to, an officeholder account are subject to the 
campaign disclosure and reporting requirements of this title. 
(e) Any funds in an officeholder account remaining after leaving office shall be turned 
over to the General Fund. 
SEC. 24. Article 4 (commencing with Section 85400) is added to Chapter 5 ofTitle 9 of 
the Government Code, to read: 
Article 4. Voluntary Expenditure Ceilings 
85400. (a) No candidate for legislative office, Board of Equalization, or statewide office 
who voluntarily accepts expenditure ceilings and any controlled committee of such a 
candidate shall make campaign expenditures above the following amount: 
(1) For an Assembly candidate, one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) in the primary 
or special primary election and two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) in the general, 
special, or special runoff election. 
(2) For a Senate candidate and candidate for Board of Equalization, two hundred 
thousand dollars ($200,000) in the primary or special primary election and four hundred 
thousand dollars ($400,000) in the general, special, or special runoff election. 
(3) For statewide candidates, other than governor, one million dollars ($1,000,000) in the 
primary election and two million dollars ($2,000,000) in the general, special, or special 
runoff election. 
(4) For governor, four million dollars ($4,000,000) in the primarv election and eight 
million dollars ($8,000,000) in the general. special, or special runoff election. 
(b) In the event that the state adopts an open primary system, the voluntary expenditure 
ceilings for all state candidates in the primary election shall be increased bv 50 percent. 
(c) Any local jurisdiction, municipality, or county may establish voluntary expenditure 
'lings for candidates and controlled committees of such candidates for elective office not to 
eed one dollar ($1) per resident for each election in the district in which the candidate is 
,eeking elective office. Voluntary expenditure ceilings may be set at lower levels by the local 
governing body. 
85401. (a) Each candidate for office shall file a statement of acceptance or rejection of 
the voluntary expenditure ceilings in Section 85400 before accepting any contributions. If he 
or she agrees to accept the expenditure ceilings, the candidate shall not be subject to the 
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contribution limitations in Section 85301, but shall be subject to the contribution limitations 
in Section 85402. 
(b) If a candidate declines to accept the voluntan expenditure ceilings in Section 85400, 
the candidate shall be subject to the contribution limitations in Section 85301. 
(c) Anv candidate who declined to accept the voluntary expenditure ceilings but who 
nevertheless did not exceed the recommended spending limits in the priman', special primary. 
or special election. mav jile a statement of acceptance of the spending limits for a general or 
special runoff election within 14 days following the priman-o special primary, or special 
election and receive all the benefits accompanying such an agreement specified in this act. 
85402. (a) Notwithstanding suhdivision (a) of Section 85301, ira candidate accepts the 
expenditure ceilings set by local ordinance pursuant to subdivision (C) of Section 85400. no 
person, other than small contributor committees and political party committees. shall make to 
any such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee for elective office in districts of 
fewer than 100.000 residents and no such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee 
shall accept from any such person a contribution or contrihutions totaling more than two 
hundred fifty dollars ($250) filr each election in which the candidate is attempting to be on 
the ballot or is a write-in candidate. 
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (b) of Section 85301, if a candidate accepts the 
expenditure ceilings in paragraph (1) or (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 85400 or set bv 
local ordinance pursuant to subdivision (c) of Section 85400. no person, other than small 
contributor committees and political party committees, shall make to any such candidate or 
the candidate's controlled committee for electire ojjice in districts of 100,000 residents or 
more and no such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee shall accept from any 
such person a contribution or contributions totaling more than jive hundred dollars ($500) 
for each election in which the candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or is a write-in 
candidate. 
(c) Notwithstanding subdivision (c) of Section 85301. if a candidate accepts the 
expenditure ceilings in paragraph (3) or (4) of subdivision (a) of'Section 85400, no person, 
other than small contributor committees and political party committees. shall make to an\' 
such candidate or the candidate's controlled committee for statewide office and no such 
candidate or the candidate's controlled committee shall accept from any such person a 
contribution or contributions totaling more than one thousand dollars ($1,000) for each 
election in which the candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or is a write-in candidate. 
85403. For purposes of the expenditure ceilinRs, qualified campaign expenditures made 
at an\' time up to the date of the primary, special primary, or special election shall be 
considered expenditures for that election, and qualified campaign expenditures made after the 
date of such election shall be considered expenditures for the general or runojj' election. 
However, in the event that payments are made but the goods or services are not used during 
the period purchased, the payments shall be considered qualified campaign expenditures for 
the time period in which the goods or services are used. Payments for goods and services 
used in both periods shall be prorated. 
85404. (a) If a candidate declines to accept voluntUl}' expenditure ceilinRs and receives 
contributions, has cash on hand. or makes qualified expenditures equal to 75 percent or more 
of the recommended expenditure ceiling for that office, the \'Oluntar.\' expenditure ceiling shall 
be three times the limit specified in Section 85400 for any candidate running for the same 
nonstatewide office, and two times the limit specified in Section 85400 for any candidate 
running for the same statell'ide office. Any candidate running for that oj]ice who originally 
accepted voluntary expenditure ceilings shall be exempt from the limits that political party 
cOlJlmittees mal' contribute to a candidate in Section 85304. and such candidates shall be 
permitted to continue receirinfl cOllfributions at the amounts set forth in Section 85402. 
(b) If an independent expenditure committee or committees in the aggregate spend in 
support or opposition to a candidate for nonstatewide ojjice more than 50 percent of the 
applicable voluntan- expenditure ceiling, the roluntary expenditure ceiling shall be three 
times the limit specified in Section 85400 for an\' candidate running for the same electire 
office. Anv candidate running for that office who originally accepted voluntan expenditure 
ceilings shall be exempt from the limits that political party committees may contribute to a 
candidate in Section 85304, and such candidates shall be permitted to continue receiving 
contrihutions at the amounts set forth in subdirision (a) or (b) of Section 85402. 
(c) 1f an independent expenditure committee or committees in the aggregate spend in 
support or opposition to a candidate for statewide office more than 25 percent of the 
applicable voluntarv expenditure ceiling, the voluntan- expenditure ceiling shall be increased 
two times the limit specified in Section 85400 for anv candidate running for the same 
statewide office. An)' candidate running for that office who originally accepted voluntan-
expenditure ceilings shall be exempt from the limits that political pam' committees mar 
contribute to a candidate in Section 85304. and such candidates shall be permitted to 
continue receiving contrihutions at the amounts set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 85402. 
(d) The commission shall require candidates and independent committees to provide 
sufficient notice to the commission and to all candidates for the .Iame office that the\' are 
approaching and exceeding the thresholds set jimh in this section. 
SEC. 25. Article 5 (commencing with Section 85500) is added to Chapter 5 of Title 9 of 
the Government Code. to read: 
Article 5. Independent Expenditures 
85500. (a) Any committee that makes independent expenditures of more than one 
thousand dollars ($1,000) in support of or in opposition to an\' candidate shall notify the 
filing officer and all candidates running for the same seat within 24 hours by facsimile 
transmission or overnight deliven' each time this threshold is met. The commission shall 
determine the disclosure requirements for this subdivision and shall establish guidelines 
permitting persons to file reports indicating ongoing independent expenditures. 
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (d) of Section 85301, any committee that makes 
independent expenditures of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more supporting or opposing a 
candidate shall not accept any contribution in excess of two hundred.fiii), dollars ($250) per 
election. 
(c) Any contributor that makes a contribution of one hundred dollars ($100) or //lore per 
election to a candidate for elective office shall be considered to be acting in concert with that 
candidate and shall not make independent expenditures and contributions which in 
combination exceed the amounts set forth in Section 85301 in support of that candidate or in 
opposition to that candidate '.I opponent or opponents. 
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(d) An expenditure shall not he considered independent, and shall be treated as a 
contribution from the person making the expenditure to the candidate on whose hehalf orfor 
whose benefit, the expenditure is made either: 
(/) With the cooperation of, or in consultation with, any candidate or anY authorized 
committee or agent of'the candidate. 
(2) In concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, any candidate or any authorized 
committee or agent of the candidate. 
(3) Under any arrangement, coordination, or direction with respect to the candidate or the 
candidate's agent and the person making the expenditure. 
(4) Bya candidate or officeholder supporting another candidate or officeholder of the 
same political party runninli for a seat in the same legislative body of the candidate or 
officeholder. 
For purposes of this section, the person making the expenditure shall include any officer, 
director, employee, or agent of that person. 
SEC. 26. Article 6 (commencing with Section 85600) is added to Chapter 5 ofTitle 9 of 
the Government Code. to read: 
Article 6. Ballot Pamphlet and Sample Ballot 
85600. The Secretary of State shall provide to all candidates for statewide office, who 
voluntarily choose to limit their campaign expenditures in accordance with the provisions of 
this act, a campaign statement in the state ballot pamphlet of 100 words in primary and 
special elections, and 200 words in general elections, free of charge. Candidates for statewide 
office not choosing to limit their campaign expenditures in accordance to provisions of this 
act may also publish a campaign statement of similar length and format in the state ballot 
pamphlet, but shall be charlied the pro rata cost of printing, handling, translating, and 
mailing the campaign statement. Such candidate statements shall not include any references 
to a candidate's opponent or opponents and may include a photograph of the candidate. 
85601. (a) The clerk of each county shall provide to candidates for offices of the State 
Assembly, State Senate, and Board of Equalization, who voluntarily choose to limit their 
campaign expenditures in accordance with this act, a campaign statement with the count.' 
sample ballot materials of 100 words in primarv and special elections, and 200 words in 
general elections, free of charge, the add-on cost of which is to be reimbursed from the state 
General Fund. Candidates for the offices of State Assembly, State Senate, and Board of 
Equalization not choosing to !imit their campaign expenditures in accordance to this act may 
also publish a campaign statement of similar length and format with the county sample ballot 
materials, but shall be charged the pro rata cost of printing, handling, translating, and 
mailing the campaign statement. Such candidate statements shall not include any references 
to a candidate's opponent or opponents and may include a photograph of the candidate. 
(b) The statements of candidates for State Assembly, State Senate, and Board of 
Equalization may be included in the state hallot pamphlet instead of with the county sample 
ballot materials if the Secretary of State determines that inclusion in the state ballot pamphlet 
is less expensive and more convenient for the voters. 
85602. The Secretary of State and local elections officers shall prominently designate on 
the ballot and in the ballot phamplet and sample ballot those candidates who have voluntarily 
agreed to expenditure ceilings. The commission shall prescribe by regulation the method or 
methods for such designation. 
SEC. 27. Article 7 (commencing with Section 85700) is added to Chapter 5 ofTitle 9 of 
the Government Code. to read: 
Article 7. Additional Contribution Requirements 
85700. No contribution of one hundred dollars ($/00) or more shall be deposited into a 
campaign checking account unless the name, address, occupation, and employer of the 
contributor is on file in the records of the recipient of the contribution. 
85701. Any person who accepts a contribution which is not from the person listed on the 
check or subsequent campailin disclosure statement shall be liable to pay the state the entire 
amount of the laundered contribution. The statute of limitations shall not apply to this 
provision, and repayments to the state shall be made as long as the person or any committee 
controlled by such a person has any funds sufficient to pay the state. 
85702. Contributions made directly or indirectly to or on behalf of a particular candidate 
through an intermediary or conduit shall be treated as contributions from the contributor and 
the intermediary or conduit to the candidate for the purposes of this limitation unless the 
intermediary or conduit is one of the following: 
(a) The candidate or representative of the candidate receiving contributions on behalf of 
the candidate. However, the representative shall not include the following persons: 
(1) A committee other than the candidate's campaign committee. 
(2) An officer, employee, or agent of a committee other than the candidate '5 campaign 
committee. 
(3) A person registered as a lobbyist with the governmental agency for which the 
candidate is running or is an officeholder. 
(4) An officer, emplovee, or agent of a corporation or labor organization acting on behalf 
of the corporation or organization. 
(b) A volunteer. who otherwise does not fall under paragraphs (/) through (4) of 
subdivision (a) of this provision, hosting afundraising event outside the volunteer's place of 
business. 
85703. No person shall make and no person, other than a candidate or the candidate '.I' 
controlled committee, shall accept any contribution on the condition or with the agreement 
that it will be contributed to any particular candidate. The expenditure of funds received bv a 
person shall be made at the sale discretion of the recipient person. 
85704. No elected officeholder, candidate, or the candidate's controlled committee may 
solicit or accept a campaign contribution or contribution to an officeholder account from, 
through, or arranged by a registered state or local lobbyist if that lobbvistjinances, engages, 
or is authorized to engalie in lobbying the liovernmental agency for which the candidate is 
seeking election or the governmental agency of the officeholder. 
85705. No person appointed to a puhlic board or commission or as Trustee of the 
California State University or Regent of the University of California during tenure in office 
shall donate to, or solicit or accept any campaign contribution for, any committee controlled 
by the person who made the appointment to that office or any other entity with the intent that 
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the recipient of the donation he any committee controlled by such person who made the 
appointment. 
85706. (a) Nothing in this act shall nullify contribution limitations or other campaign 
disclosures or prohibitions of any local jurisdiction that are as or more stringent than set 
forth in this act. 
(b) The governing body of a local jurisdiction may impose lower contribution !imitat, 
or other campaign disclosures or prohibitions that are as or more stringent than set forth , .. 
this acl. A local jurisdiction may impose higher contribution or expenditure limitations only 
hy a vote of the people. . 
(c) Any charter municipality which chooses to establish a voluntary spending limit 
program involving matching funds, consistent with sudivision (c) of Section 85400, may set a 
uniform contrihution ceiling from any person to any candidate or the candidate's controlled 
committee of a contribution or contributions totaling no more than five hundred dollars 
($500) for each election in which the candidate is attempting to be on the ballot or is a 
write-in candidate, provided that the program offers a matching fund ratio of at least one 
dollar ($1) to each three matchable private contributions. 
ENFORCEMENT 
SEC. 28. Section 83116 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
83116. When the Commission determines there is probable cause for believing this title 
has been violated. it may hold a hearing to determine if such a violation has occurred. Notice 
shall be given and the hearing conducted in accordance with the Administrative Procedure 
Act (Government Code, Title 2. Division 3, Part I, Chapter 5, Sections 11500 et seq.). The 
Commission shall have all the powers granted by that chapter. 
When the Commission determines on the basis of the hearing that a violation has occurred. 
it shall issue an order which may require the violator to: 
(a) Cease and desist violation of this title; 
(b) File any reports, statements or other documents or information required by this title; 
(c) Pay a monetary penalty of up to two t!m=d dollars E$Z;6OO7 five thousand dollars 
($5,000) per violation to the General Fund of the state. 
When the Commission determines that no violation has occurred. it shall publish a 
declaration so stating. 
SEC. 29. Section 83116.5 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
83116.5. Any person who violates any provision of this title, who purposely or 
neglIgently causes any other person to violate any provision of this title, or who aids and 
abets any other person in the violation of any provision of this title. shall be liable under the 
provisions of this chapter and Chapter 1/ (commencing with Section 91000). Ptm1ded; 
Imwe\>er; that this =titm mall apply only m pt=lm wIm !moe filing or reporting obligations 
tmder this titl:e; or wIm are compeli5ated for ~ involving the pt.mning; OIganiling, or 
directing any aetmty regttlated or reqtrired by this titl:e; am:! that a violation of this section 
mall not ~ an addititmat violation tmder Ehapter tt; 
SEC. 30. Section 91000 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
91000. (a) Any person who knowingly or willfully violates any provision of this title :-
guilty of a misdemeanor. 
(b) In addition to other penalties provided by law, a fine of up to the greater of l, 
thousand dollars ($10.000) or three times the amount the person failed to report properly or 
unlawfully contrIbuted. expended. gave or received may be imposed upon conviction for each 
violation. 
(c) Prosecution for violation of this title must be commenced within four years after the 
date on which the violation occurred. 
(d) The commission has concurrent jurisdiction in enforcing the criminal misdemeanor 
provisions of this title. 
SEC. 31. Section 91004 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
91004. Any person who intentionally or negligently violates any of the reporting 
requirements of this act, or who aids and abets any person who violates any of the reporting 
requirements of this act, shall be liable in a civil action brought by the civil prosecutor or by a 
person residing within the jurisdiction for an amount not more than the amount or value not 
properly reported. 
SEC. 32. Section 91005.5 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
91005.5. Any person who violates any provision of this title, except Sections 84305. 
84307. and 89001, for which no specific civil penalty is provided, shall be liable in a civil 
action brought by the commission or the district attorney pursuant to subdivision (b) of 
Section 91001, or the elected city attorney pursuant to Section 91001.5, for an amount up to 
two t!m=d dollars E$Z;6OO7five thousand dollars ($5,000) per violation. 
No civil action alleging a violation of this title may be filed against a person pursuant to 
this section if the criminal prosecutor is maintaining a criminal action against that person 
pursuant to Section 91000. 
The provisions of this section shall be applicable only as to violations occurring after the 
effecti ve date of this section. 
SEC. 33. Section 91006 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
91006. AllY person who violates any provision of this title, who purposely or negligently 
causes any other person to violate any provision of this title, or who aids and abets anv other 
person in the violation of any provision of this title, shall be liable under the provisions of this 
chapter and Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 83100) of this title. If two or more persons 
are responsible for any violation, they shall be jointly and severally liable. 
SEC. 34. Section 91015 of the Government Code is repealed. 
~ 'file ~ of this chapter mall not apply m "I'ioIatiom of 5eetitm S3tf6:5, 
DISCLOSURE 
SEC. 35. Section 84201 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
84201. The threshold for contributions and expenditures reported in the campaign 
statements designated in Sections 84203.5, 84211, and 84219, except for subdivision (i) of 
Section 84219, and for cash contributions and anonymous contributions designated 
Sections 84300 and 84304, shall be set at no more than one hundred dollars ($/, 
notwithstanding any other provision of'law or any legislative amendment to such sections. 
SEC. 36. Section 84305.5 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
84305.5. (a) No slate mailer organization or committee primarily formed to support or 
oppose one or more ballot measures shall send a slate mailer unless: 
(I) The name. street address. and city of the slate mailer organization or committee 
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primarily formed to support or oppose one or more ballot measures are shown on the outside 
of each piece of slate mail and on ltt least = tlf the imem every insert included with each 
piece of slate mail in no less than 8-point roman type which shall be in a color or print which 
contrasts with the background so as to be easily legible. A post office box may be stated in 
lieu of a street address if the street address of the slate mailer organization or the committee 
narily formed to support or oppose one or more ballot measure is a matter of public record 
n the Secretary of State's Political Reform Division. 
(2) At the top tlI' btrtttnn tlf the front of each side or surface tlf ltt least = imert of a slate 
mailer or at the top tlI' btrtttnn of = each side or surface of a postcard or other self-mailer, 
there is a notice in at least 8-point roman boldface type, which shall be in a color or print 
which contrasts with the background so as to be easily legible, and in a printed or drawn box 
and set apart from any other printed matter. The notice shall consist of the following 
statement: 
NOTICE TO VOTERS 
THIS DOCUMENT WAS PREPARED BY (name of slate mailer organization or 
committee primarily formed to support or oppose one or more ballot measures), 
NOT AN OFFICIAL POLITICAL PARTY ORGANIZATION. Appemallce in tim; 
mailer ~ 11m ncccssmily imply cnd'MclIICllt tlf ~ appearing in tim; mailer; 
11m ~ it imply cndorscmcnt of; tlI' ~ ttl: my mes set forth in tim; mailer: 
AppcaLance ~ paid for aI!d atttImri2ed by each eantIidate All candidates and ballot 
meast!fCS which ~ measures designated by an" $$$ have paid for their listing in this 
mailer. A listing in this mailer does not necessarily imply endorsement of other 
candidates or measures listed in this mailer. 
(3) 'fhc name;- street addrc=; and city tlf the mte maitcr OIganization tlI' committee 
primarity fanned m mrpport tlI' oppose = tlI' more baIIct meast!fCS ~ reqttircd by paragraph 
ftt aI!d the notice reqttircd by paragraph ffl may appear on the = side tlI' =face tlf an 
inscrr. Any reference to a ballot measure that has paid to be included on the slate mailer shall 
also comply with the provisions of Section 84503 et seq. 
(4) Each candidate and each ballot measure that has paid to appear in the slate mailer is 
designated by an " $$$ . Any candidate or ballot measure that has not paid to appear in the 
slate mailer is not designated by an " $$$ . 
The" $$$ required by this subdivision shall be of the same type size, type style, color or 
contrast, and legibility as is used for the name of the candidate or the ballot measure name or 
number and position advocated to which the" $$$ designation applies except that in no case 
shall the" $$$ be required to be larger than 10-point boldface type. The designation shall 
immediately follow the name of the candidate, or the name or number and position advocated 
on the ballot measure where the designation appears in the slate of candidates and measures. 
If there is no slate listing, the designation shall appear at least once in at least 8-point boldface 
type, immediately following the name of the candidate, or the name or number and position 
advocated on the ballot measure. 
(5) The name of any candidate appearing in the slate mailer who is a member of a political 
ty differing from the political party which the mailer appears by representation or indicia 
represent is accompanied, immediately below the name, by the party designation of the 
candidate, in no less than 9-point roman type which shall be in a color or print that contrasts 
with the background so as to be easily legible. The designation shall not be required in the 
case of candidates for nonpartisan office. 
(b) For purposes of the designations required by paragraph (4) of subdivision (a), the 
payment of any sum made reportable by subdivision (c) of Section 84219 by or at the behest 
of a candidate or committee, whose name or position appears in the mailer, to the slate mailer 
organization or committee primarily formed to support or oppose one or more ballot 
measures, shall constitute a payment to appear, requiring the" $$$ designation. The payment 
shall also be deemed to constitute authorization to appear in the mailer. 
(c) A slate mailer that complies with this section shall be deemed to satisfy the 
requirements of Sections 20003 and 20004 of the Elections Code. 
SEC. 37. Article 5 (commencing with Section 84501) is added to Chapter 4 ofTitle 9 of 
the Government Code, to read: 
Article 5. Disclosure in Advertisements 
84501. (a) "Advertisement" means any general or public advertisement which is 
authorized and paid for by a person or committee for the purpose of supporting or opposing a 
candidate for elective office or a ballot measure or ballot measures. 
(b) "Advertisement" does not include a communication from an organization other than a 
political party to its members, a campaign button smaller than 10 inches in diameter, a 
bumper sticker smaller than 60 square inches, or other advertisement as determined by 
regulations of the commission. 
84502. "Cumulative contributions" means the cumulative contributions to a committee 
beginning the first day the statement of organization is filed under Section 84101 and ending 
within seven days of the time the advertisement is sent to the printer or broadcast station. 
84503. (a) Any advertisement for or against any ballot measure shall include a 
disclosure statement identifying any person whose cumulative contributions are fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000) or more. 
(b) If there are more than two donors of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) or more, the 
committee is only required to disclose the highest and second highest in that order. In the 
event that more than two donors meet this disclosure threshold at identical contribution 
levels, the highest and second highest shall be selected according to chronological sequence. 
84504. (a) Any committee that supports or opposes one or more ballot measures shall 
name and identify itself using a name or phrase that clearly identifies the economic or other 
special interest of its major donors of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) or more in any 
reference to the committee required by law, including, but not limited, to its statement of 
"rganization filed pursuant to Section 84101. 
(b) If the major donors of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) or more share a common 
.lployer, the identity of the employer shall also be disclosed. 
(c) Any committee which supports or opposes a ballot measure, shall print or broadcast 
its name as provided in this section as part of any advertisement or other paid public 
statement. 
(d) If candidates or their controlled committees, as a group or individuallv, meet the 
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contribution thresholds for a person, they shall be identified by the controlling candidate's 
name. 
84505. In addition to the requirements of Sections 84503, 84504, and 84506, the 
committee placing the advertisement or persons acting in concert with that committee shall 
be prohibited from creating or using a noncandidate controlled committee or a nonsponsored 
committee to avoid, or that results in the avoidance of, the disclosure of any individual, 
industry, business entity. controlled committee, or sponsored committee as a major fUnding 
source. 
84506. If the expenditure for a broadcast or mass mailing advertisement that expressly 
advocates the election or defeat of any candidate or any ballot measure is an independent 
expenditure, the committee, consistent with any disclosures required by Sections 84503 and 
84504, shall include on the advertisement the names of the two persons making the largest 
contributions to the committee making the independent expenditure. If an acronym is used to 
specify any committee names required by this section, the names of any sponsoring 
organization of the committee shall be printed on print advertisements or spoken in broadcast 
advertisements. For the purposes of determining the two contributors to be disclosed, the 
contributions of each person to the committee making the independent expenditure during the 
one-year period before the election shall be aggregated. 
84507. AnI' disclosure statement required by this article shall be printed clearly and 
legibly in no less than IO-point tvpe and ill a conspicuous manner as d~lined by the 
commission or, if the communication is broadcast, the information shall be spoken so as to be 
clearly audible and understood by the intended public and otherwise appropriately conveyed 
for the hearing impaired. 
84508. If disclosure of two major donors is required by Sections 84503 and 84506, the 
committee shall be required to disclose. in addition to the committee name, only its highest 
major contributor in any advertisement which is: 
(a) An electronic broadcast of 15 seconds or less. or 
(b) A newspaper, magazine, or other public print media advertisement which is 20 square 
inches or less. 
84509. When a committee files an amended campaign statement pursuant to Section 
81004.5, the committee shall change its advertisements to reflect the changed disclosure 
information. 
84510. (a) In addition to the remedies provided for in Chapter 11 (commencing with 
Section 91000) of this title. any person who violates this article is liable in a civil or 
administrative action brought by the commission or any person for a fine up to three times the 
cost of the advertisement, including placement costs. 
(b) The remedies provided in subdivision (a) shall also apply to anv person who purposely 
causes any other person to violate any provision of this article or who aids and abets an\' 
other person in a violation. ' 
(c) If a judgment is entered against the defendant or defendants in an action brought 
under this section, the plaintiff shall receive 50 percent of the amount recovered. The 
remaining 50 percent shall be deposited in the General Fund of the state, In an action 
brought by a local civil prosecutor, 50 percent shall be deposited in the account of the agency 
bringing the action and 50 percent shall be paid to the General Fund of the state. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
SEC. 38. Section 82039 of the Government Code is amended to read: 
82039. "Lobbyist" means any individual who ~ employed tlI' ~ for receives two 
thousand dollars ($2,000) or more in economic consideration in a calendar month. other 
than reimbursement for reasonable travel expenses, or whose principal duties as an employee 
are, to communicate directly or through his or her agents with any elective state official, 
agency official, or legislative official for the purpose of influencing legislative or 
administrative action; if 11 ~ tlI' rcgttIar prn1ion tlf the ~ for which he tlI' she 
~ cOltlideration ~ for the ~ tlf intlnencillg ~ tlI' administtati,c action . 
No individual is a lobbyist by reason of activities described in Section 86300. 
SEC. 39. Section 83124 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
83 I 24. The commission shall adjust the contribution limitations and expenditure 
limitations provisions in Sections 85100 et seq. in January of every even-numbered year to 
reflect any increase or decrease in the California Consumer Price Index. Such adjustments 
shall be rounded to the nearest 50 for the limitations on contributions and the nearest 1,000 
for the limitations on expenditures. 
SEC. 40. Section 85802 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
85802. There is hereby appropriated from the General Fund of the state to the Fair 
Political Practices Commission the sum olfive hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) annually 
above and beyond the appropriations established for the commission in the fiscal year 
immediately prior to the effective date of this act, adjusted for cost-of-living changes. for 
expenditures to support the operations of the commission pursuant to this act. If any provision 
of this act is successfully challenged, an\' attorney's fees and costs shall be paid from the 
General Fund and the commission's budget shall not be reduced accordingly. 
SEC. 4 I. Section 20300 of the Elections Code is repealed. 
W3tl67 Bpon leaving my elective offi= tlI' ltt the end of the po.ltc1ectiOll reporting 
period foHowing the defeat tlf 11 eantIidate for cIectM offiec; whichever = last; mrpIm 
campaign ~ rarn:d prim' m :fanttary t; t9ll9; tmder the controt tlf the furmer eantIidate tlI' 
officeholdel tlI' his tlI' her eontroHed =mittce shttll be met! tlI' held only for the foHowing 
~ 
fa} ftt 'fhc repayment tlf pernmat tlI' =mittce Imtns tlI' other oblibatioIlS if there ~ a 
=vmtbh: lelationship m 11 pmitiettl; ~ tlI' gOlClnmental activity; 
ffl For ~ tlf tim; snbdi, ision, the payment fur; tlI' the reilllbnL semcnt m the ~ of; 
the costs tlf imta\Iing aI!d LnollitOl ing an c1cctromc =rity ~ in the home tlI' offiec; tlI' 
both; tlf 11 eantIidate tlI' elected officer who 1= rccmcd threats m his tlI' her ~ safety 
shttll be deemed m have 11 =nablc relationship m 11 pmitiettl; ~ tlI' gOlClnmental 
acti....rty; prov1dctI tlm the ~ ttmc from 1m or her ~ dttti=, tlI' ~ tm 11 
candidate tlI' clectctI officer aI!d tlm the ~ have been reported m and verified by an 
appropriate taw enfulccnicllt agency.- VClifieatiOli matt be detellllined mIcly by the taw 
enfulCclLlent agency m which the threat ~ reportc&. 'fhc eantIidate tlI' elected officer shttll 
report my expcnditnre tlf campaign ~ made pttrntant m tim =tion m the eOlnmi.15ion. 
'fhc report m the wlLlliLi3.lion matt inclttde the date tlm the candidate tlI' clectctI officer 
infonncd the taw enfol cement agency tlf the threat; the name aI!d phone nttmber tlf the taw 
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cnroreement agency; and II brief desci iption of the threat ~ more than five tImmand tItll:l:= 
t$5;OO\lJ in sttrpIm campaign ~ may be =d-; ctllliulativc!y, by II candidate or elected 
offieer pttmttmt ~ tim subdi v ision. Payments made pttmttmt ~ tim subdi lisiem matt be 
made dttring the two ~ imnlcdiately foIImmtg the date ttpOII which the campaign ~ 
became sttrpIm campaign ftmtis, 'fhe eandidate or eleeted offiecr shalt reimbtt= the sttrpIm 
campaign ftmtI aeeotmt for the fair market vaIne of the =rity ~ Itt) later than two ~ 
inlmediately foIImmtg the date ttpOII which the campaign ~ become sttrpIm campaign 
ftmds; ttpOII ~ of the property on which the ~ ~ installed; or prior ~ the eIming of the 
sttrpIm campaign ftmtI aeeotmt; whiehcvcr = first: 'fhe eIeetronie =rity ~ matt 
be the property of the campaign cornmittcc of the eandidate or eleeted officer: 
(b1 'fhe payment of the outstalldillg campaign expe= 
(e1 Cbilbibatiom ~ any candidate; cOllimittee, or poIitieaI party; =cpt where otIte!-;me 
prohibited by law: 
fd) 'fhe pro rata repayment of cbiltribators. 
(e1 Bonatiom ~ any rcIi:gi:otts-; ~ edueatiolldl, social wcIfare; civie; or fratcrnat 
OIganization Itt) part of the net  of whieh ~ ~ the benefit of any private 
shareholder or indmdttal or ~ any charitable or nonprofit OIganizdtioll which ~ =mpt from 
t:mtion tmder mbsection (e1 of Section 5&t of the fnternat Revetme Code or Section tn-t4 
or Sections 'B%ta ~ ffitHj; incIttsive; or Section Z37tH-I; ~ E76tp; or ffltH; of the 
Revetme and fuation €ode-: 
ffl Except where otIte!-;me prohibited by law; held in a ~ ftmtI for ftttttre poIitieaI 
eampaigllS, not ~ be expended =cpt for poIitieaI aetmty reasonably related ~ preparing for 
ftttttre eandidaey for eIeetm office: 
SEC. 42. Section 89519 of the Government Code is repealed. 
895t9: Bpon le:rving any eleeted office; or at the end of the "'po,,"stidelt':t'ee:ri1tio'mll reporting period 
foIImmtg the defeat of a eandidate for eIeetm office; whiehcvcr oeetn'S htst; campaign ~ 
raimI after :famtary t; t9B9; tmder the control of the former eandidate or eleeted offiecr shalt 
be eonsidercd st11"J'Im campaign ~ and malt be ~ pt:trntant ~ Chapter 4-
(ebilllIleneing with Section S4-tOOt and shalt be met! only for the foIImmtg J'Il11'OSC" 
fa} fi7 'fhe payment of outstanding campaign delm or eleeted ~ expe= 
ffl For ~ of this subdivision, the payment for; or the reimbUIsement ~ the mrte 
of; the ~ of instaHi:ng and lIIollitOling an eIeetronie =rity ~ in the home or office; 
or both; of a eandidate or eleeted offiecr who has reeei=I threats ~ 1m or her ~ ~ 
shalt be deemed an oatstanding campaign debt or eleeted ~ expense; provided that the 
threats arne from 1m or her aetmties; ~ or ~ ~ II eandidate or eleeted offiecr and 
that the threats have been reported ~ and m'ifietI by an appropriate law enforeement agency; 
YeIification shalt be determined rolely by the law ellfoleemellt agency ~ which the threat was 
reported: 'fhe candidate or elected offieer shalt report any expenditure of campaign ~ 
made ptmttan! ~ this =lion ~ the eommission. 'fhe report ~ the commission shalt inelnde 
the date that the candidate or elected offieer informed the law enfor eement agency of the 
threat; the name and phone mnnber of the law enforeement agency; and II brief deseliption of 
the threat ~ more than five tImmand tItll:l:= t$5;OO\lJ in sttrpIm campaign ~ may be 
=d-; cunralatively, by II eandidate or eleeted offiecr ptmttan! ~ this sabdivisibil. Payments 
made ptmttan! ~ this sabdi visibil shalt be made dttring the two ~ immediately foIImmtg 
the date ttpOII which the campaign ~ became sttrpIm campaign funds-: 'fhe eandidate or 
eleeted offiecr shalt reimbtt= the sttrpIm campaign ftmtI aeeotmt for the fair market vaIne of 
the =rity ~ Itt) later than two ~ immediately foIImmtg the date ttpOII which the 
campaign ftttm become sttrpIm campaign ftmtI;, ttpOII ~ of the property on which the 
~ ~ instaHetI; or prior ~ the eIming of the ~ campaign ftmtI aeeotmt; whiehcvcr 
= first: 'fhe eIeetronie =rity ~ shalt be the property of the campaign cornmittcc 
of the eandidate or eleeted officer: 
(b1 'fhe pro rata repayment of eontribatibils. 
(et ~~ any bona fide chMitable, edacatibilal, civie; ~ or mmtar 
tax-exempt, nonprofit orgallization, where Itt) wbstantial part of the witt have II 
material finaneial effect on the former eandidate or eleeted offieer; any member of 1m or her 
immediate family; or 1m or her campaign tre=rer: 
fd) Cbiltribatiom ~ It pohtieal party or cornmittcc so long ~ the ftttm are not met! ~ 
make eontr ibutiollS in ~ of or opJmSiti:on ~ a eandidate for eIeetm office: 
(e1 ContIibutions to ~ or opptlSC any eandidate for federal office; any eandidate for 
eIeetm office in a mrte other than California; or any ballot == 
ffl 'fhe payment for plOfessional serviees reasonably reqttired by the cornmittcc to assY 
in the pel fOlllianee of its administrati v e fttnetion;, indttding payment for ~ fees 
liti:gati:on which ames diTectly ott! of a ealldidate's or elected ~ aetmties; ~~. 
~ ~ a candidate or elected offieer; inetttding; btrt not limited to; an action to enjcin 
defamation, defense of an action brottght of a 'Viclation of mrte or loeal campaign; ~
or e1eetion laws; and an action aming from an e1eetion contest or recount 
SEC. 43. Section 89519 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
89519. Any campaign funds in excess of expenses incurred for the campaign or for 
expenses specified in subdivision (d) of Section 85305, received by or on behalf of an 
individual who seeks nomination for election, or election to office, shall be deemed to be 
surplus campaign funds and shall be distributed within 90 days after withdrawal, defeat, or 
election to office in the following manner: 
(a) No more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000) may be deposited in the candidate's 
officeholder account; except such surplus from a campaign fund for the general election shall 
not be deposited into the officeholder account within 60 days immediately following the 
election. 
(b) Any remaining surplus funds shall be distributed to any political party, returned to 
contributors on a pro rata basis, or turned over to the General Fund. 
CONSTRUCTION 
SEC. 44. This act shall be liberally construed to accomplish its purposes. 
LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENTS 
SEC. 45. The provisions of Section 81012 of the Government Code which allow 
legislative amendments to the Political Reform Act of 1974 shall apply to all the provisions of 
this act except for Sections 84201, 85301, 85303, 85313, 85400, and 85402. 
APPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAWS 
SEC. 46. Nothing in this law shall exempt any person from applicable provisions of any 
other laws of this state. 
SEVERABILITY 
SEC. 47. (a) If any provision of this law, or the application of any such provision to any 
person or circumstances, shall be held invalid, the remainder of this law to the extent it can be 
given effect, or the application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those 
as to which it is held invalid, shall not be affected thereby, and to this extent the provisions of 
this law are severable. 
(b) If the expenditure limitations of Section 85400 of this law shall be held invalid, the 
contribution limitations specified in Sections 85301 through 85313 shall apply. 
CONFLICTING BALLOT MEASURES 
SEC. 48. If this act is approved by voters but superseded by any other conflicting ballot 
measure approved by more voters at the same election, and the conflicting ballot measure is 
later held invalid, it is the intent of the voters that this act shall be self-executing and given 
full force of the law. 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
SEC. 49. This law shall become effective January 1, 1997. 
AMENDMENT TO POLITICAL REFORM ACT 
SEC. 50. This chapter shall amend the Political Reform Act of 1974 as amended and all 
of its provisions which do not conflict with this chapter shall apply to the provisions of this 
chapter. 
Proposition 209: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of 
Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by adding a section thereto; 
therefore, new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they 
are new. 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE I 
Section 31 is added to Article I of the California Constitution as follows: 
SEC. 31. (a) The state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatmelll to, 
any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the 
operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting. 
(b) This section shall apply only to action taken after the section's effective date. 
(c) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as prohibiting bonafide qualifications 
based on sex which are reasonably necessary to the normal operation of public employment, 
public education, or public contracting. 
(d) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as invalidating any court order or consent 
decree which is in force as of the effective date of this section. 
(e) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as prohibiting action which must be taken 
to establish or maintain eligibility for any federal program, where ineligibility would result in 
a loss of federal funds to the state. 
(f) For the purposes of this section, "state" shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, 
the state itself, any city, county, city and county, public university system, including the 
University of California, community college district, school district, special district, or any 
other political subdivision or governmental instrumentality of or within the state. 
(g) The remedies available for violations of this section shall be the same, regardless of 
the injured party's race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin, as are otherwise available 
for violations of then-existing California antidiscrimination law. 
(h) This section shall be self-executing. if any part or parts of this section are found to be 
in conflict with federal law or the United States Constitution, the section shall be 
implemented to the maximum extent that federal law and the United States Constitution 
permit. Any provision held invalid shall be severable from the remaining portions of this 
section. 
Proposition 210: Text of Proposed Law 
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of 
Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution. 
This initiative measure adds a section to the Labor Code; therefore, new provisions 
proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
LIVING WAGE ACT OF 1996 
Section 1. The People of California find and declare that: 
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Because of inflation, Californians who earn the minimum wage can buy less today than at 
any time in the past 40 years; 
At $4.25 per hour, the current minimum wage punishes hard work. It is so low th 
minimum wage workers often make less than people on welfare; 
Increasing the minimum wage will reward work by making it pay more than welfare; 
Because good paying jobs are becoming so hard to find, it is more important than ever that 
California has a living minimum wage; 
The purpose of the Living Wage Act of 1996 is to restore the purchasing power of the 
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